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The Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF)

System market size was USD 22.16 Billion

in 2022 and is expected to register a

CAGR of 12.7% during the forecast

period. 

NEW YORK CITY, NY, UNITED STATES,

May 16, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ --

The Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF)

Systems Market size was USD 22.16

Billion in 2022, and it is projected to experience a revenue compound annual growth rate (CAGR)

of 12.7% throughout the forecast period. The significant factors propelling the revenue growth in

the market include the VRF system's high energy-saving potential and its minimal maintenance

requirements. VRF, also known as variable refrigerant flow, is a highly efficient ductless Heating,

Ventilation, and Air Conditioning (HVAC) system designed for large-scale applications.

VRF systems allow for the operation of multiple indoor units using a single system, offering

various configurations depending on the specific application. This versatility has generated

substantial demand for the product, thereby driving market revenue growth. The efficiency of

VRF systems is achieved through the use of inverter compressors, which can adjust their output

based on the demand of each room. This adaptability is particularly desirable for commercial

spaces and facility managers, as it enables customization to meet the requirements of different

projects, further contributing to revenue growth.
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Market revenue growth is also stimulated by the continuous innovation and development efforts

undertaken by major industry players to provide technologically advanced refrigerants for air

conditioning and heat pump solutions. The term "Variable Refrigerant Flow" refers to an air

conditioning system consisting of one outdoor condensing unit and multiple indoor units. The

demand for VRF systems is rising due to their numerous advantages, including the ability to

control the flow of refrigerant to multiple evaporators. This capability is instrumental in revenue
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growth.

The versatility of three-pipe VRF heat recovery systems, which can simultaneously heat and cool

specific areas, is especially beneficial for facility managers of buildings with varying temperature

requirements who aim to save energy. The demand for VRF systems is increasing in apartment

complexes, large business buildings, and religious structures with multiple classrooms.

Additionally, the use of air cooling in VRF systems relies on ambient air and occasionally utilizes

ducts. Water-cooled VRF systems can be concealed within buildings and, in some cases, leverage

existing geothermal systems for enhanced efficiency. These factors contribute to the global

demand for VRF systems, driving market revenue growth.

Segments Covered in the Report –

The Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) System market can be analyzed based on different

components. The components include outdoor units, indoor units, control system, and

accessories. Outdoor units are responsible for the heat exchange process with the external

environment, while indoor units are installed inside the building and provide heating, ventilation,

and air conditioning. The control system and accessories play a crucial role in regulating and

managing the overall VRF system.

Another aspect to consider when examining the VRF system market is the capacity of the

systems. The capacity outlook is divided into four categories: up to 10 tons, 11 to 18 tons, 19 to

26 tons, and above 26 tons. The capacity of a VRF system determines its capability to cool or

heat a specific area or building, and different capacities are suitable for different applications.

Furthermore, the VRF system market can be categorized based on the system type. The two

main types are heat pump systems and heat recovery systems. Heat pump systems are primarily

used for either cooling or heating a space, while heat recovery systems can provide both heating

and cooling simultaneously, making them more versatile in managing different temperature

requirements.

Considering the application outlook, the VRF system market serves various sectors. Commercial

applications involve the use of VRF systems in commercial buildings such as offices, hotels,

hospitals, and retail spaces. Residential applications focus on VRF systems implemented in

houses and apartments. Lastly, the "others" category encompasses applications in sectors not

explicitly mentioned, which could include educational institutions, government buildings, and

industrial facilities.

By analyzing these different aspects of the VRF system market, including components, capacity,

system types, and applications, stakeholders can gain a comprehensive understanding of the

market dynamics and make informed decisions based on their specific needs and

requirements.
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Strategic development:

Samsung unveiled the DVM S2 Variable Refrigerant Flow (VRF) outdoor air conditioning unit on

April 6, 2022, aiming to deliver efficient and gentle wind-free cooling that effectively reduces the

ambient temperature of a room. The innovative WindFree technology ensures a comfortable

environment by eliminating cold drafts and distributing air through 23,000 small holes at a

gentle speed of 0.15 m/s.

The new DVM S2 line from Samsung offers models ranging from 8 HP to 34 HP, including heat

pump and cooling-only options. These models are ideally suited for various settings such as

apartments, residential complexes, office buildings, and other commercial establishments. The

introduction of the DVM S2 unit demonstrates Samsung's commitment to providing advanced

cooling solutions that prioritize user comfort and energy efficiency.

Competitive Landscape:

The global variable refrigerant flow (VRF) systems market exhibits a consolidated competitive

landscape, with a small number of prominent players operating at both global and regional

levels. These key players actively pursue product deployment strategies and engage in strategic

alliances to enhance their product portfolios and establish a strong presence in the global

market.

Some of the major players in the market include Toshiba Corporation, LG Electronics, Midea

Group, Blue Star Limited, Mitsubishi Electric Corporation, Lennox International Inc., FUJITSU

GENERAL, DAIKIN INDUSTRIES Ltd., Ingersoll Rand Inc., and Raytheon Technologies

Corporation.

These industry leaders invest heavily in research and development activities to introduce

technologically advanced VRF systems and stay ahead of the competition. They focus on

innovations to improve energy efficiency, increase performance, and enhance overall customer

satisfaction.

Additionally, these key players actively engage in partnerships, collaborations, and mergers to

expand their market reach and gain access to new geographical regions. By leveraging their

strong distribution networks, manufacturing capabilities, and brand reputation, they strive to

capture a larger market share and establish themselves as market leaders.
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In summary, the competitive landscape of the global VRF systems market is characterized by a

concentrated market presence of key players who employ various strategies to strengthen their

positions and drive growth in the industry.
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